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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Just 2 hours until #MigraineChat! This month, we will talk about parenting with #migraine. Join me and Renuka (@renudhinakaran) at
1p EDT. Preview questions and chat tips here: https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop 

Renuka Dhinakaran @renudhinakaran 
Very excited to join Beth as co-host for this month's #Migrainechat - due to start in 2 hours. I will be joining with a full blown #migraine.
:) 

Rachel Sussman @RachelxSussman 
Sadly, my body rarely cooperates when it comes to being functional during the actual migraine chat. But I always look forward reading
it afterwards. I always learn something or just nod my head in strong agreement. 

Lyfebulb @Lyfebulb 
RT @beth_morton: Just 2 hours until #MigraineChat! This month, we will talk about parenting with #migraine. Join me and Renuka
(@renudhinak… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Hello everyone! Welcome to #MigraineChat! Thanks for being here today. I hope you’re doing as well as possible. If it’s your first time,
take a quick moment to review the chat tips: https://t.co/Wuemu2qFZP 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Who is joining us today? For those who want, introduce yourself in a way you feel comfortable. I’m Beth, your #MigraineChat host,
tweeting from Vermont where spring is very slowly emerging. 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Joining me as co-host for today’s #MigraineChat is Renuka Dhinakaran (@renudhinakaran). She is a self-described burned out
international lawyer w/hEDS, POTS, COPD, chronic migraines. She runs the #ParentingwithPain chat in #NEISVoid & writes on her
blog https://t.co/Zhe51WrAZY. 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
A couple of chat tips: (1) include #MigraineChat in EVERY tweet to make following the conversation easier & so tweets are included
in the transcript. (2) I start each question w/Q1, Q2, etc. Start your corresponding reply w/A1, A2, etc. or quote tweet. 

Renuka Dhinakaran @renudhinakaran 
@beth_morton Very excited to join the #MigraineChat today. As someone who became chronically ill after becoming a parent,
#ParentingwithPain has been the norm for me. Speaking with fellow chronic pain parents has been a life saver. 

#migrainechat Transcript
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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @renudhinakaran: @beth_morton Very excited to join the #MigraineChat today. As someone who became chronically ill after
becoming a paren… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
And two standing reminders: Remember Twitter is a public forum and keep that in mind as you share. Please don’t use GIFs or other
flashing media, as they can be a #migraine trigger. #MigraineChat 

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@beth_morton Hi, it’s Sarah from California! It’s getting warmer here too (a high in the 70s, yes please!). Fully vaxxed and feeling
ready to (hopefully) get back to in-person care that I’ve missed for quite some time. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
We all fill multiple roles living with #migraine. Parenting w/migraine might be one of the toughest to navigate. We have a lot to discuss
in today’s #MigraineChat & might run a bit over. If anything triggers difficult emotions: please care for yourself & know you’re not
alone. 

ChronicMigraine Girl  @migrainesallday 
RT @renudhinakaran: @beth_morton Very excited to join the #MigraineChat today. As someone who became chronically ill after
becoming a paren… 

ChronicMigraine Girl  @migrainesallday 
RT @beth_morton: A couple of chat tips: (1) include #MigraineChat in EVERY tweet to make following the conversation easier & so
tweets are… 

ChronicMigraine Girl  @migrainesallday 
RT @beth_morton: Joining me as co-host for today’s #MigraineChat is Renuka Dhinakaran (@renudhinakaran). She is a self-
described burned out… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q1. Did having #migraine play a part in your decision to become - or not become - a parent? #MigraineChat https://t.co/SpQf27B6ST 

Katie @fabriKatie 
@beth_morton Katie here, in the UK, where the weather seems to be going backwards. #MigraineChat 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat 

Renuka Dhinakaran @renudhinakaran 
@SarahLerner @beth_morton Hi Sarah! It is wonderful that you are fully vaxxed! #Migrainechat 

Renuka Dhinakaran @renudhinakaran 
@OneSickVet @beth_morton Thank you so much my friend! #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@SarahLerner Hi Sarah! This all makes me so happy for you! Thanks for joining today! #MigraineChat 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton A1: Yes, migraine was part of my decision not to become a parent. #MigraineChat 
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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@renudhinakaran @OneSickVet Ooops, thanks!! #MigraineChat 

Renuka Dhinakaran @renudhinakaran 
For better or for worse, my #migraine didn't start until after I became a parent. As someone with a genetic condition that has now
been passed on to my child, unknowingly, I do feel very guilty. Sometimes I wish I'd known. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@fabriKatie Noooo, that's just a tease. Happy you're here today, though! #MigraineChat 

Renuka Dhinakaran @renudhinakaran 
@OneSickVet @beth_morton That is such a brave decision to have made, @OneSickVet. I wonder, sometimes, if I'd have had my
child, had I known about my chronic illness. It is such a tough thing! #MigraineChat 

Kristin  mini2z @mini2z 
RT @beth_morton: We all fill multiple roles living with #migraine. Parenting w/migraine might be one of the toughest to navigate. We
have a… 

Renuka Dhinakaran @renudhinakaran 
@fabriKatie @beth_morton Hi Katie! Thanks for joining today. It is the same here in the Netherlands, just awful! #MigraineChat 

Renuka Dhinakaran @renudhinakaran 
@beth_morton Thank you for saying this Beth. Having a #migraine right now & my son is hovering around with a lot of questions.
Nothing paints a better picture for #ParentingwithPain during #MigraineChat. 

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@beth_morton A1: It’s definitely playing a huge factor in whether I feel like I *can* take on the responsibilities of being a parent. For
me personally and where I’m at health/life wise, I don’t think it’s something I can even consider right now. #MigraineChat 

One of those Daves @EphemeralPOV 
@beth_morton Hello #MigraineChat. I'm Dave from Canada. My neurologist says she's never had a patient be so unresponsive to
medication. I'm currently weaning myself off of valproic acid because I want to see how I am without medication for the first time in 5
years. 

A. E. @AceOnFire77 
A1:It didn't have an immediate effect on whether I wanted to have children, but its combining with my other illnesses definitely did. My
health has always been a contributing factor, although not the main factor, to me not wanting children. #MigraineChat 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@renudhinakaran @beth_morton It is so tough and so very personal a decision (meaning only you [& your partner] can decide what's
right for you.) #MigraineChat 

Renuka Dhinakaran @renudhinakaran 
@SarahLerner @beth_morton It is a very difficult decision to make Sarah. It is admirable that you are giving it the importance it
deserves. #MigraineChat 

Kristin  mini2z @mini2z 
@beth_morton No, they did not. Migraine is the only issue I had before kids. I can say that I was mostly migraine-free while pregnant
#migrainechat 
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Renuka Dhinakaran @renudhinakaran 
@OneSickVet @beth_morton Quite right! #MigraineChat 

Renuka Dhinakaran @renudhinakaran 
@mini2z @beth_morton Curiously I had no #migraine during my pregnancy as well! #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q2. For those who’ve been through pregnancy, were you adequately informed of how it could affect your #migraine attacks? If not,
what do you wish you had known that you weren’t told? #MigraineChat https://t.co/ngLpWxfGoK 

Renuka Dhinakaran @renudhinakaran 
@AceOnFire77 Hello! Thank you for joining the #MigraineChat and sharing this personal insight. It is a very difficult decision to make
indeed. 

ChronicMigraine Girl  @migrainesallday 
RT @beth_morton: Q1. Did having #migraine play a part in your decision to become - or not become - a parent? #MigraineChat
https://t.co/SpQ… 

ChronicMigraine Girl  @migrainesallday 
RT @beth_morton: Q2. For those who’ve been through pregnancy, were you adequately informed of how it could affect your
#migraine attacks?… 

Renuka Dhinakaran @renudhinakaran 
@EphemeralPOV @beth_morton Hello Dave, thank you for joining #MigraineChat today. You may find quite a few fellow migraine
patients here who are also unresponsive to medication. I hope you find support & solidarity here. 

teona  (they/she) @tee_spoonie 
RT @beth_morton: Q2. For those who’ve been through pregnancy, were you adequately informed of how it could affect your
#migraine attacks?… 

Jen X @Jen9Cat 
@beth_morton A1) it was one of about 471 reasons, big and small, I chose not to. #MigraineChat 

Renuka Dhinakaran @renudhinakaran 
@MaxEpstein5 Thank you. I really appreciate you saying so. What a wonderful thing to say about your mother! #MigraineChat
#ParentingwithPain 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@EphemeralPOV Sigh, I'm "one of those patients," too. Wishing you all the luck experimenting. Thanks for joining today.
#MigraineChat 

Renuka Dhinakaran @renudhinakaran 
@Jen9Cat @beth_morton Hello Jen, thank you for joining the #MigraineChat today and sharing this. 

Cookie  @TheyStation 
RT @beth_morton: Q2. For those who’ve been through pregnancy, were you adequately informed of how it could affect your
#migraine attacks?… 
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Rebecca  @PyesMusings 
@beth_morton A1 yes, though we ended up having 2 kids anyway. #MigraineChat 

Renuka Dhinakaran @renudhinakaran 
I was one of the few lucky ones to not have had #migraine during #pregnancy. I've learned from friends who had migraine: they wish
they had been told that a lot of medications could not be used & that it could be an inherited condition. #MigraineChat 

Courtney S White @CSWhiteMD 
I would love to hear your experiences, particularly those who have #migraine and had gone through pregnancy. I want to be able to
counsel my patients better #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
From CaMEO: Of those in a relationship & living together (n = 8154), 3.2% reported that they chose not to have children, delayed
having children or had fewer children bc of migraine (EM: n=193/7446 [2.6%]; CM: n=67/708 [9.5%]; P < .001).
https://t.co/9C0eMNJRXo #MigraineChat 

Renuka Dhinakaran @renudhinakaran 
@PyesMusings @beth_morton Hi Rebecca, thank you joining the #MigraineChat today. In a way having kids makes one feel
grounded during moments of despair, though it does make life infinitely harder, doesn't it? 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @CSWhiteMD: I would love to hear your experiences, particularly those who have #migraine and had gone through pregnancy. I
want to be ab… 

🔥Rebecca🔥    @PyesMusings 
@beth_morton A2 As well as anyone can be informed of something they’ve never experienced. I knew pregnancy might temporarily
help (it did the first time), or might have a negative impact (second pregnancy), and that I’d have limited treatment options.
#MigraineChat 

🔥Rebecca🔥    @PyesMusings 
@beth_morton A2b Going from treating 2x/week to 0x/week wasn’t a huge change. But dealing with all the other hassles of
pregnancy on top of migraine was rough. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @PyesMusings: @beth_morton A2 As well as anyone can be informed of something they’ve never experienced. I knew
pregnancy might temporari… 

Renuka Dhinakaran @renudhinakaran 
One of the key reasons for our decision (@anandkumarn) to not have a second child was due to my health. #MigraineChat
#ParentingwithPain 

Molly Gordon @shaboom 
RT @beth_morton: Q2. For those who’ve been through pregnancy, were you adequately informed of how it could affect your
#migraine attacks?… 

𝕄𝕩. 𝔹𝕚𝕘 𝔻𝕣𝕒𝕨𝕝𝕤 (𝕋𝕙𝕖𝕪/𝕋𝕙𝕖𝕞) @prayd0ntplay 
I was not. Also was very uninformed about migraine treatment while pregnant. 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@bemusedbob1 Hi Laura, welcome to #MigraineChat! Happy you found us! 

Renuka Dhinakaran @renudhinakaran 
RT @PyesMusings: @beth_morton A2b Going from treating 2x/week to 0x/week wasn’t a huge change. But dealing with all the other
hassles of pr… 

Renuka Dhinakaran @renudhinakaran 
RT @CSWhiteMD: I would love to hear your experiences, particularly those who have #migraine and had gone through pregnancy. I
want to be ab… 
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Renuka Dhinakaran @renudhinakaran 
@CSWhiteMD Thank you for being such a caring doctor! I wish more patients had doctors like you! #MigraineChat 

spoons&coffee...... @Sweepea27 
@beth_morton A1. Yes and no I also had endometriosis that was really bad and had a hysterectomy. But my daily migraines played a
huge roll in me deciding to go ahead with the surgery #MigraineChat 

Renuka Dhinakaran @renudhinakaran 
@Sweepea27 @beth_morton Thank you for joining #MigraineChat today. As a fellow endo sufferer (who is hoping to have a
hysterectomy one day), I can relate to this so much! 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@prayd0ntplay I'm sorry. Since not everyone sees a headache specialist, maybe we need OBGYNs to be better informed of
headache and migraine care during pregnancy. #MigraineChat 

Renuka Dhinakaran @renudhinakaran 
RT @beth_morton: From CaMEO: Of those in a relationship & living together (n = 8154), 3.2% reported that they chose not to have
children, d… 

Renuka Dhinakaran @renudhinakaran 
RT @beth_morton: Q2. For those who’ve been through pregnancy, were you adequately informed of how it could affect your
#migraine attacks?… 

Renuka Dhinakaran @renudhinakaran 
RT @beth_morton: We all fill multiple roles living with #migraine. Parenting w/migraine might be one of the toughest to navigate. We
have a… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q3. How have you prepared yourself or your child for the possibility they could inherit #migraine? How do you ease any feelings you
have (e.g., guilt, sadness) if they’ve been diagnosed? #MigraineChat https://t.co/JfkvlJBje5 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@renudhinakaran @EphemeralPOV @beth_morton Yup. Can't take triptans; failed everything else. Currently finding relief from Botox
& Cefaly #MigraineChat 

Renuka Dhinakaran @renudhinakaran 
RT @beth_morton: @prayd0ntplay I'm sorry. Since not everyone sees a headache specialist, maybe we need OBGYNs to be better
informed of head… 

Renuka Dhinakaran @renudhinakaran 
I didn't have very many symptoms before pregnancy; was not aware of the fact that I had a chronic illness. I've been very ill for 2 yrs
now & saw my child having similar symptoms 6 months ago. I cried so much when he was diagnosed & I still do everytime he has
pain. #MigraineChat 

Renuka Dhinakaran @renudhinakaran 
While I'm very sad that my child has inherited my condition, I'm grateful he has an early diagnosis, support from childhood (especially
preventative), has a good relationship with his body-mind & understanding parents. #MigraineChat #ParentingwithPain 

Renuka Dhinakaran @renudhinakaran 
@EphemeralPOV @OneSickVet @beth_morton Good luck Dave! #MigraineChat 

🔥Rebecca🔥    @PyesMusings 
@beth_morton @prayd0ntplay YES. I actually as a headache specialist, but they basically went “pregnancy is rough, call us in 9
months,” and while my OB/GYN personally has migraine, she’s not really qualified to do much more than sympathize. (Which isn’t
nothing, but doesn’t replace treatment) #MigraineChat 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@EphemeralPOV @renudhinakaran @beth_morton I've heard of ppl having great success with nerve blocks. Hope that gives you
some relief. #MigraineChat 
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Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A1: chronic migraine played a role in choosing to not have kids. I didn't think I could handle it while needing so much
help. It was not the sole reason behind my choice though. #MigraineChat 

🔥Rebecca🔥    @PyesMusings 
@beth_morton A3 my spouse and I know to watch for symptoms of migraine, and although they’re at risk, I think they’re in a better
position than I was at their age, since I know what to look for and that it’s important to take it seriously early on. #MigraineChat 

🔥Rebecca🔥    @PyesMusings 
@beth_morton A3b My kids won’t be popping extra strength Tylenol every 4 hours in high school and thinking that’s just how life is.
#MigraineChat 

Golden Girls Quotes @GoldenGirls85 
@beth_morton A3. Answering this from the flip side. I'm not a parent, but both my parents have migraines. They didn't prepare me in
any way. My family has occasionally criticized me for needing to cancel plans at the last minute due to a migraine. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q4. Can you share any tips that help you parent on #migraine days? How do you give yourself grace when your parenting may not go
as planned or fit “expectations” (e.g., family, society, etc.)? #MigraineChat https://t.co/S4jdwtIRuU 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A3: mom warned my sister & I that we could start getting migraines at menarche like she did. When mine started at
age 4, mom knew immediately what it was & explained it as best she could. She was my advocate partly because she knew exactly
how it feels. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Just want to share one more related finding from CaMEO on how #migraine impacts parents: "Many migraineurs felt they would be
better parents without headaches (low-frequency to high-frequency EM, 29.9%-58.0%; CM, 71.7%)." You all are rock stars, in my
book. #MigraineChat 

🔥Rebecca🔥    @PyesMusings 
@beth_morton A4 I ask for help when I can. On really good days, I can run and wrestle with the kids. Ok days I can go for a walk or
sit outside with them while they play. If I’m too light sensitive, it’s craft time. And when I can’t do anything, tv/tablet games.
#MigraineChat 

🔥Rebecca🔥    @PyesMusings 
@beth_morton A4b I like cooking but don’t prioritize it—the kids (and we) get balanced meals, but there’s a lot of “cheese, peppers,
and a slice of bread” dinners. I wrestle with not doing as much as other mothers I know, but being a Pinterest mom isn’t an option, so

 ♀  #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Link: https://t.co/BKlf78MADa #MigraineChat 

Kristin 💜💙💚 mini2z @mini2z 
A2 - no I was not ~ had no clue but this was back in 1994 #MigraineChat 

Renuka Dhinakaran @renudhinakaran 
Ask for help whenever possible. For slightly older children - it might be better to educate them about what we can & cannot do during
a migraine. My son does not switch the sound on the TV when I have a migraine & closes the curtains. He is just 8. #MigraineChat 

Renuka Dhinakaran @renudhinakaran 
@Sweepea27 @beth_morton I'm really hoping that if nothing else works, this will. Thank you for sharing. #MigraineChat 

Renuka Dhinakaran @renudhinakaran 
@mini2z Hi Kristin, Thank you for joining #MigraineChat today. It must have been so difficult! 

Renuka Dhinakaran @renudhinakaran 
RT @beth_morton: Link: https://t.co/BKlf78MADa #MigraineChat 
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Renuka Dhinakaran @renudhinakaran 
This truly describes what #ParentingwithPain feels like! #MigraineChat 

🔥Rebecca🔥    @PyesMusings 
Sorry #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Two part Q coming up... Q5a. In general, how do you talk about #migraine, chronic pain, or chronic illness with your child(ren)?
#MigraineChat https://t.co/Pgczddgnpb 

Kristin 💜💙💚 mini2z @mini2z 
A3 ~ sadly both my kidlets both inherited my migraines and I feel guilty as hell ~ I was hoping since they skipped my mom they'd be
okay but both of them started around the time mine started late teens to early ’20s #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @PyesMusings: Sorry #MigraineChat https://t.co/Vs6eyYWJfb 

Renuka Dhinakaran @renudhinakaran 
Another tip that has served me well: having some healthy meals in the freezer. Allowing a bit of screen time or whatever fun activity
the child loves or letting my son chat with his friends while I'm hoping for the meds to work has also helped. #MigraineChat
#ParentingwithPain 

🔥Rebecca🔥    @PyesMusings 
@beth_morton A5 I’m really careful not to blame my symptoms on them! My spouse sometimes gets mad on my behalf and says
things like “mommy has to go lie down because you can’t behave and you’re making her head hurt,” and I have to cut that off…
#MigraineChat 

Renuka Dhinakaran @renudhinakaran 
@mini2z It does feel like a one-two punch, doesn't it? I'm so sorry Kristin. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @renudhinakaran: Another tip that has served me well: having some healthy meals in the freezer. Allowing a bit of screen time or
whateve… 

🔥Rebecca🔥    @PyesMusings 
@beth_morton A5b …I have migraine, and sometimes I have to lie down in a quiet room, and that’s not the kids’ fault at all. They’re 4
and 6; their inability to sit quietly like Puritan children isn’t a moral failing. #MigraineChat 

Kristin 💜💙💚 mini2z @mini2z 
A4 ~ thankful to my husband and mom ~ mom lived with us for most of my kid's lives (she's with my gramma now) but my kids
learned that they could nap in my dark bedroom with me #MigraineChat 

Renuka Dhinakaran @renudhinakaran 
@PyesMusings @beth_morton This is so true! I used to blurt stuff out in the past but thankfully my son was very young & didn't catch
much of it. Now, my husband can't see me suffer so says something along these lines & we are working to hold it back in.
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Part two on communication... Q5b. On #migraine days, specifically, what do you do when pain or other migraine symptoms lead to
miscommunications or poor communication with your chid(ren)? #MigraineChat https://t.co/4m7UBqObDz 

🔥Rebecca🔥    @PyesMusings 
@beth_morton A5c I avoid saying “my head is killing me,” and occasionally (like once/year) remind them that migraine doesn’t kill
people; my older kid thought I was dying a couple years ago. #MigraineChat 

Kristin 💜💙💚 mini2z @mini2z 
RT @beth_morton: Pinning this in one spot: - #MigraineChat page w/Qs, tips & transcripts: https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop - MigraineChat is
on 1st… 
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🔥Rebecca🔥    @PyesMusings 
@beth_morton A5d And I try to get across to them that sometimes things really suck and I hate it, and… that’s ok. It’s ok for things to
suck; it’s not an unthinkable calamity. #MigraineChat 

Courtney S White @CSWhiteMD 
@beth_morton [cw: vomit] A3. I remember my mom having migraine attacks when I was a kid. She’d have to pull over on the side of
the road and vomit during her attacks. She told me about them so I knew exactly what was happening when I had my first attack.
#MigraineChat 

Renuka Dhinakaran @renudhinakaran 
I struggle with this one. I do my best to explain that I'm in pain, need to rest & reconnect when I can with reduced pain but it doesn't
always go smooth. Some days there are raised voices and/or tears but a good chat later always clears things up thankfully.
#MigraineChat 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@GoldenGirls85 @beth_morton Family can be the worst about not giving grace (or even consideration) for health issues.
#MigraineChat 

Renuka Dhinakaran @renudhinakaran 
@CSWhiteMD @beth_morton This is the only good thing that can come out of an inherited condition - a better sense of
understanding and a slightly better level of acceptance. #MigraineChat 

Renuka Dhinakaran @renudhinakaran 
RT @beth_morton: Part two on communication... Q5b. On #migraine days, specifically, what do you do when pain or other migraine
symptoms le… 

Courtney S White @CSWhiteMD 
@beth_morton A3 cont. I don’t feel guilty passing it on because I’ll also be passing along favorable genes and hopefully one day
raising some awesome people. We’ll handle the migraine train if we get there. #MigraineChat 

Renuka Dhinakaran @renudhinakaran 
We have been open with our son about my condition(s) in an age appropriate manner always- when he was diagnosed & had his first
full day of pain he said this: "A hug will not take my pain away but it will cheer me up. Some days you just have to live with the pain."
#MigraineChat 

A-letter-from-home @Aletterfromhom1 
@beth_morton A3: I inherited worse than my whole family. We tried multiple times to get pregnant but could only be off Depakote (at
max 4 mo). The rest of the time fearing I’d have an accidental preg. At 36, had a tubal ligation & discovered infertility via endo.
#migrainechat 

Golden Girls Quotes @GoldenGirls85 
@renudhinakaran @OneSickVet @beth_morton My parents are mostly sympathetic and concerned, but they don't have to take
preventative meds, have never been to the ER with a migraine, never had an MRI, and have never had status migrainosus.
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q6. Do you think your child(ren) have learned any lessons from seeing you live with #migraine? If so, please share. Alternatively, if
you had a parent with migraine, what lessons did you learn from them? #MigraineChat https://t.co/MRo3ztvYxX 

Renuka Dhinakaran @renudhinakaran 
Here is something my son wrote on my blog about being the child of a chronically ill parent - https://t.co/NqQBQP9DTV
#MigraineChat #ParentingwithPain 

Courtney S White @CSWhiteMD 
@StraussHeadache @beth_morton It’s also great to ask about it because sometimes parents don’t realize they have #migraine until it
is diagnosed in their kids. I’ve seen that with some of my younger adult patients. #MigraineChat 

Renuka Dhinakaran @renudhinakaran 
@beth_morton My son wrote the lessons he has learned so far on my blog. I bawled for a long time! https://t.co/NqQBQP9DTV
#MigraineChat #ParentingwithPain 

Katy Munro @KatyMunro1 
RT @beth_morton: Q3. How have you prepared yourself or your child for the possibility they could inherit #migraine? How do you
ease any f… 
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🔥Rebecca🔥    @PyesMusings 
@beth_morton A6 they’re definitely learning that it’s good to know your limits and set boundaries accordingly. I hope they’re learning
to recognize and challenge ableism, and that “what doesn’t kill you makes you stronger” is a dangerous lie. #MigraineChat 

🔥Rebecca🔥    @PyesMusings 
@beth_morton A6a And they’re both emotionally mature and self-aware for their ages, which I’m trying to see as purely positive
rather than a sign that I’m not providing enough support 😬 #MigraineChat 

Lauren Doyle Strauss, DO, FAHS @StraussHeadache 
Absolutely! A chance to help the whole family. #Migrainechat 

Renuka Dhinakaran @renudhinakaran 
@PyesMusings @beth_morton In the long run, I think it will be a purely positive thing without question (or so I keep telling myself).
#MigraineChat 

Renuka Dhinakaran @renudhinakaran 
@CSWhiteMD @StraussHeadache @beth_morton Very true! I was not diagnosed with EDS until my son was diagnosed with
hypermobility! #MigraineChat 

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@renudhinakaran @beth_morton “Caring for others is good but I must also care for myself.” ❤  #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @StraussHeadache: Absolutely! A chance to help the whole family. #Migrainechat https://t.co/dXhiscRmUB 

Renuka Dhinakaran @renudhinakaran 
@SarahLerner @beth_morton Brilliant! Just absolutely brilliant! If there is one thing that will help our children take care of themselves,
this would be it! #MigraineChat #ParentingwithPain 

🔥Rebecca🔥    @PyesMusings 
RT @renudhinakaran: Here is something my son wrote on my blog about being the child of a chronically ill parent -
https://t.co/NqQBQP9DTV #… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
CT: That was a tough topic and we went super fast. Any closing thoughts on topic of parenting with #migraine? Issues we didn’t
cover? #MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
A6. As the child of a parent with migraine, I learnt "this is just how it is" and "nothing helps". This has taken a long time to unlearn and
was probably my biggest barrier to seeking help. #MigraineChat 

Heads Up Podcast @HeadsUpNMC 
If you are wondering about how #migraine shows up in kids & teenagers, listen to our podcast episode https://t.co/PmSqCxidUm 

Heads Up Podcast @HeadsUpNMC 
RT @CSWhiteMD: @StraussHeadache @beth_morton It’s also great to ask about it because sometimes parents don’t realize they
have #migraine un… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @HeadsUpNMC: If you are wondering about how #migraine shows up in kids & teenagers, listen to our podcast episode
https://t.co/PmSqCxidU… 

Renuka Dhinakaran @renudhinakaran 
RT @fabriKatie: A6. As the child of a parent with migraine, I learnt "this is just how it is" and "nothing helps". This has taken a long ti… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Thanks to all who joined #MigraineChat today. Don’t forget to use the hashtag between chats to flag questions or join the
#MigraineChat Discord group! https://t.co/gTVxhDXZK5 
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Renuka Dhinakaran @renudhinakaran 
This was an excellent chat! If we were to have another one, I'd discuss how to get our kids checked early on, if possible, start
preventative treatment if needed; also how to build a support system for bad pain days. Perhaps we can discuss this in the next
#ParentingwithPain chat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
@beth_morton A thought-provoking topic. Great to hear others' views and experiences. Thank you. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@fabriKatie Oof, that old stigma is hard to break. Slowly but surely we'll do it. #MigraineChat 

NatMigraineCentre @NatMigraineCtr 
RT @beth_morton: Q3. How have you prepared yourself or your child for the possibility they could inherit #migraine? How do you
ease any f… 

Renuka Dhinakaran @renudhinakaran 
Thank you Beth for this opportunity! I've learned so much from you. It was a brilliant chat and I hope all of you can join us in the
#ParentingwithPain chat on May 9 (Sunday) at 6 PM CET. Please follow me for more details or visit https://t.co/y3wI2PIcO2.
#MigraineChat 

NatMigraineCentre @NatMigraineCtr 
RT @CSWhiteMD: @StraussHeadache @beth_morton It’s also great to ask about it because sometimes parents don’t realize they
have #migraine un… 

Renuka Dhinakaran @renudhinakaran 
RT @beth_morton: Thanks to all who joined #MigraineChat today. Don’t forget to use the hashtag between chats to flag questions or
join the… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@avantgame I hear this a lot from other parents with migraine. I think you're absolutely right. #MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
@beth_morton @renudhinakaran Thank you, Renuka. You helped generate some great insights. #MigraineChat 

NatMigraineCentre @NatMigraineCtr 
RT @HeadsUpNMC: If you are wondering about how #migraine shows up in kids & teenagers, listen to our podcast episode
https://t.co/PmSqCxidUm 

Lauren Doyle Strauss, DO, FAHS @StraussHeadache 
Beautiful view from a child who has a parent with #ChronicPain 

Renuka Dhinakaran @renudhinakaran 
@fabriKatie @beth_morton Thank you Katie. It was a good chat indeed. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@renudhinakaran Fantastic idea. If you do, let me know and I'll direct #MigraineChat folks your way! Thanks again for co-hosting,
Renuka! 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @renudhinakaran: Thank you Beth for this opportunity! I've learned so much from you. It was a brilliant chat and I hope all of you
can j… 

Renuka Dhinakaran @renudhinakaran 
@StraussHeadache Thank you for sharing this Lauren. #MigraineChat #ParentingwithPain 
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Jen X @Jen9Cat 
@beth_morton A6) when I HAD my 1st migraine at 8yo, my mom (episodic) actually knew what it was, which, from what I've read,
was kind of a big deal. This was the early 80s tho, so OTC meds, dark room, and a plastic bucket was standard "treatment."
#MigraineChat 

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@beth_morton Perhaps related or a different topic for another day, but as an adult who has moved back in with an aging parent, there
are a lot of complicated feelings there (guilt being one of them), even though my mom gives such unconditional love, care, & support.
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@SarahLerner Oh, yeah. I can *very much* relate to this idea. We should, uh, chat about a chat or how to work into another topic!?
Thanks for joining today, Sarah! #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@Jen9Cat It feels like we've probably advanced light years in #migraine treatment which I guess should make me hopeful, but
standard treatment was woefully inadequate for *so* long! I'm glad your mom was on top of it as best she could be. #MigraineChat 

Courtney S White @CSWhiteMD 
RT @renudhinakaran: Thank you Beth for this opportunity! I've learned so much from you. It was a brilliant chat and I hope all of you
can j… 

Katie Elizabeth @shegoeso 
RT @beth_morton: Joining me as co-host for today’s #MigraineChat is Renuka Dhinakaran (@renudhinakaran). She is a self-
described burned out… 

A-letter-from-home @Aletterfromhom1 
@Jen9Cat @beth_morton Mine started at 8 too. I watched my Mom suffer in her 30’s. She was in the original research trial for Imitrex
& I remember her having boxes of it in the closet. (Via UAB in Birmingham AL). Bc of this I didn’t get an official CAT scan til I pushed
for 1 in my 20s. #migrainechat 

Jen X @Jen9Cat 
@Aletterfromhom1 @beth_morton Wow. Cool about the imitrex trial! Now that I think about it, my neuro asked me in my late 30s if I'd
ever had any scans. Nope. I just know what it is, & now it's chronic. Weeeeeeee. He ordered scans.  ♀  #MigraineChat 

Kristin 💜💙💚 mini2z @mini2z 
A5a - I was always brutally honest with them and then I was guilty as hell when not just one but both of them get migraines.
#MigraineChat 

Kristin 💜💙💚 mini2z @mini2z 
@beth_morton @renudhinakaran Thank you both #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@ParentWmigraine Nah, lots of people forget. Next time! (It makes it easier to search and find the tweets later and for me to save a
#MigraineChat transcript.) 

Parenting With Migraine @ParentWmigraine 
@beth_morton A4. Make time for yourself. Parenting with migraine/chronic illness is so exhausting and stressful. Take time outs for
yourself during the day to breathe, to stop thinking, to lower your shoulders. You are amazing. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @ParentWmigraine: @beth_morton A4. Make time for yourself. Parenting with migraine/chronic illness is so exhausting and
stressful. Take… 

Mich_NovElle @mich_novelle 
@beth_morton Q2: The first trimester was a living hell. The first doctor I saw was completely useless in this matter. I got plenty of
recommendations for someone else. I also had a pharmacist friend giving me tips on what questions to ask. #migrainechat 

Kristin 💜💙💚 mini2z @mini2z 
RT @beth_morton: Q6. Do you think your child(ren) have learned any lessons from seeing you live with #migraine? If so, please
share. Alte… 
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D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
@beth_morton D from Florida, with one thing and another I haven’t been able to join until now so I’m late but here. #MigraineChat 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
A1 i’ve never wanted to be the primary person responsible for raising a child, migraine is a very small reason for that but if I’m honest
it has contributed to that decision. #MigraineChat 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
A2 if pregnancy were something I was considering, I would have real concerns about this, to the extent that I ever hear anything
about it, it’s the suggestion that I use pregnancy as a potential migraine treatment. #MigraineChat 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
RT @beth_morton: Q3. How have you prepared yourself or your child for the possibility they could inherit #migraine? How do you
ease any f… 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
RT @beth_morton: Q4. Can you share any tips that help you parent on #migraine days? How do you give yourself grace when your
parenting ma… 

cannon tekstar @cannontekstar 
@beth_morton A1. Migraine made the decision - i never had a chance to. #migrainechat 

KJK @KJK05551620 
RT @beth_morton: Thanks to all who joined #MigraineChat today. Don’t forget to use the hashtag between chats to flag questions or
join the… 

KJK @KJK05551620 
RT @beth_morton: Link: https://t.co/BKlf78MADa #MigraineChat 

KJK @KJK05551620 
RT @beth_morton: Q6. Do you think your child(ren) have learned any lessons from seeing you live with #migraine? If so, please
share. Alte… 

KJK @KJK05551620 
RT @beth_morton: Part two on communication... Q5b. On #migraine days, specifically, what do you do when pain or other migraine
symptoms le… 

KJK @KJK05551620 
RT @beth_morton: Two part Q coming up... Q5a. In general, how do you talk about #migraine, chronic pain, or chronic illness with
your chil… 

KJK @KJK05551620 
RT @beth_morton: Q4. Can you share any tips that help you parent on #migraine days? How do you give yourself grace when your
parenting ma… 

KJK @KJK05551620 
RT @beth_morton: Q3. How have you prepared yourself or your child for the possibility they could inherit #migraine? How do you
ease any f… 

KJK @KJK05551620 
RT @beth_morton: Q2. For those who’ve been through pregnancy, were you adequately informed of how it could affect your
#migraine attacks?… 

KJK @KJK05551620 
RT @beth_morton: Q1. Did having #migraine play a part in your decision to become - or not become - a parent? #MigraineChat
https://t.co/SpQ… 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
A5a not my own children but children in my life, I try to be really honest with them about what’s happening but also calm, it’s hard but
it’s also my normal and I don’t want them to be terrified if I’m not functioning as usual. #MigraineChat 
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Lisa Burrows @LisBteamdizzy 
RT @HeadsUpNMC: If you are wondering about how #migraine shows up in kids & teenagers, listen to our podcast episode
https://t.co/PmSqCxidUm 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
A5B usually I tell them that I need to slow everything down and be careful, that today is a gentle day. #MigraineChat 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
A6 my dad wasn’t formally diagnosed and I’m afraid most of the lessons I learned from him I’ve had to work to unlearn, he did a lot of
pushing through and not a lot of resting. #MigraineChat 

Katy Munro @KatyMunro1 
RT @HeadsUpNMC: If you are wondering about how #migraine shows up in kids & teenagers, listen to our podcast episode
https://t.co/PmSqCxidUm 

Miranda ♿ (OG Account) ❤ She/Her❤  @phearlissdreama 
@Variety Whaaaaaaa - where can I sign up?! 😉❤  #DisabilityTwitter #disabled #Gastroparesis #migraine (Hemiplegic = Paralysis)
#MigraineChat https://t.co/al5m8qpMeQ 

NO JUSTICE, NO PEACE. Em @_pillsandblades 
Just me getting SPG blocks before #MedTwitter made them cool 😂😅 #oldpic #MigraineChat https://t.co/SETXP5FBBT 

Miranda ♿ (OG Account) ❤ She/Her❤  @phearlissdreama 
@TEmbry_PsychDoc @ChaseTMAnderson 💯   MY WHOLE LIFE  ♀  #BlackTwitter #disabled
#DisabilityTwitter #Gastroparesis #MigraineChat (Hemiplegic) #UCLA #articulateAF 😉  ♀  https://t.co/8V0is3N444 

T 💚 @TillyL99 
2nd migraine in e space of a week. 😞#migraine #MigraineChat 

Betsy Millmann @vermontbetsy 
RT @RachelxSussman: Sadly, my body rarely cooperates when it comes to being functional during the actual migraine chat. But I
always look f… 

Migraine Australia @migraineaus 
The Migraine Australia Chat Group is our main support group on Facebook. We'd like to know what you think of it & how we can make
it a better space for you. Have your say by completing our quick survey. https://t.co/Ry6OlnbxKl #LinkInBio #migraine #migrainechat
https://t.co/G1pjrNXYB1 

Renuka Dhinakaran @renudhinakaran 
@cornelia_ott Oh it is nothing too techy. Just type #MigraineChat in the Twitter search box at the designated time. Reply, Retweet,
Quote Tweet & engage with the participants. :) 

Linsey Green Queen CBD 🌱 🇮🇹 @KnightLife99 
@ParentWmigraine @beth_morton A4 Couldn't agree more - breathe and lower those stressful shoulders can make such a difference
in a hectic day for working/not working and just plain rushing around parents and carers. And try and drink that drink warm 😆
#migrainechat 

Linsey Green Queen CBD 🌱 🇮🇹 @KnightLife99 
@beth_morton Q6 gutted I missed this #migrainechat last night due to migraine!! Great discussion. In answer to this question my
children are very empathic so my pain, understanding and helpful. Lessons in life very early on in caring and helping. 

Linsey Green Queen CBD 🌱 🇮🇹 @KnightLife99 
RT @beth_morton: Q6. Do you think your child(ren) have learned any lessons from seeing you live with #migraine? If so, please
share. Alte… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@KnightLife99 It's okay. I'm really happy to see you chiming in now! Hoping today is better. #MigraineChat 
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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Sticking with our #MigraineChat theme of parenting with migraine, support @MigraineDisordr and check out their resources as part of
the #ResearchIsHope campaign! For one week only, they will be TRIPLE MATCHING all donations in honor of Mother's Day. 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
I often see Qs in #MigraineChat & #NEISvoid asking something like: I have a migraine & have taken all my meds. What do I do now!?
I acknowledge some of us have tried these & they don't work. For others, it's a decent compilation (of preventive & acute).
https://t.co/apWgp6aGHU 

Odd Mom Jess @thatoddmom 
RT @beth_morton: I often see Qs in #MigraineChat & #NEISvoid asking something like: I have a migraine & have taken all my meds.
What do I d… 

Migraine Australia @migraineaus 
Thank you to everyone who took part in our Perceptions of Migraine Survey! Some of the questions were a bit tricky. Did you get this
one right? Is migraine more common among men or women? A: 30% male, 70% female Read more here https://t.co/EtB2bCg7XX
#migraine #migrainechat https://t.co/ezVXAwhYtR 

Ms Kat @pelagikat 
RT @migraineaus: Thank you to everyone who took part in our Perceptions of Migraine Survey! Some of the questions were a bit
tricky. Did yo… 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@HincmanLorie Who do you already know (re: migraines)? Do you know @beth_morton and her #MigraineChat? Do you know about
the #NEISVoid? 

Allison @NutmegDiaries 
Need help managing your migraines? I have 5 tips for you! #migrainechat #migrainewarrior https://t.co/nZWtGI5N8z 

Stuart Young @cefiar 
RT @migraineaus: Thank you to everyone who took part in our Perceptions of Migraine Survey! Some of the questions were a bit
tricky. Did yo… 

Diana Lee (she/her) @dianaelee 
It’s such a scary place to be, particularly if you don’t already have a bunch of coping tools you routinely rely on while you wait it out (in
consultation w/ your doctor, of course). #Migraine #ChronicMigraine 

Diana Lee (she/her) @dianaelee 
RT @beth_morton: Sticking with our #MigraineChat theme of parenting with migraine, support @MigraineDisordr and check out their
resources a… 

Migraine Australia @migraineaus 
The Migraine Australia Chat Group is our main support group on Facebook. We'd like to know what you think of it & how we can make
it a better space for you. Have your say by completing our quick survey. https://t.co/Ry6OlnbxKl #LinkInBio #migraine #migrainechat
https://t.co/EfL9WXLwLN 

Mikes Recovering @mikes_recovery 
RT @beth_morton: I often see Qs in #MigraineChat & #NEISvoid asking something like: I have a migraine & have taken all my meds.
What do I d… 

the void shouts back into you @RTsFromTheVoid 
RT @beth_morton: I often see Qs in #MigraineChat & #NEISvoid asking something like: I have a migraine & have taken all my meds.
What do I d… 

MoetPoet @bensonschulzm 
...woke up with a migraine, and now I've got that slug level energy today. #migrainechat #migraineur 

Tricia 🌷 @heartisinparis 
@dianaelee Just got an order for physical therapy today from my doctor to see if it helps with neck pain associated with #migraine
#occipitalneuralgia Any experience with this? Doctor is also upping #Vyepti to 300mg next infusion…..#MigraineChat 
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